UNSOLICITED STUDENT COMMENTS
Students: To add your own comment please click here.

The basic neck & face MLD course includes a mountain of technical and hands-on training,
and I feel that even though this was a basic class, I have a great foundation on the subject.
It was a fabulous course – well worth the cost of the class – even if you doubled it. I love
Gay Lee’s enthusiasm, and her passion for MLD and teaching is apparent. Highly
recommended! Amber M Oakland, CA 2-2012
I have taken many continuing education classes. This by far has been the best. M Mc
Oakland 10-2011
Gay Lee was fabulous in explaining. She is motivating, very patient in the hands-on training.
Her knowledge is fascinating. It was a lot of info to absorb in 3 days. B C, Oakland, 10-2011.
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Gay Lee is an exceptional teacher. Her feedback on technique is always helpful. Her
handouts are great, excellent quality. She anticipates the students’ needs, providing
everything from sheets to snacks to water. All you need to do is show up and pay attention. I
always feel supported and encouraged with Gay lee. I’m really glad I took this class. I F
Oakland, 10-2011.
Gay Lee is the best instructor that I have ever had. I went to UCLA and had many
instructors. She is an inspiration to me as an instructor and a person. It was my pleasure to
take her class. L C Oakland, 10-2011.
I must tell you again you are such a wonderful teacher and spirit. And I really appreciate your
patience. I truly want to master this work, it has such phenomenal results. Again.....YOU
ARE THE BEST! THANK YOU!!!..... Love, J J Idaho, 7-2010
Judy C. and I successfully finished the Vodder training! We had a great start with you for
Basic in April this year. Thank you!! We thought of you many times throughout our training.
(especially perfecting our strokes.... across, ahead, release, etc, etc...) Thank you for
getting us off to a great start!! Do you have any plans to return to Idaho for another basic
course? I am trying to get my co-workers to begin training. T W 2009
Thank you for the beautiful and so helpful sequence cards. It was so kind of you. Thank you
again for a wonderful week of learning, and for all of the learning materials included in the
handbook.
I started to use MLD on my first client after the class. I . . . am doing the neck sequence
without having to look!! I'm grateful for small progress. My clients just love it, as you said that
they would. I will take Therapy I in November in Virginia Beach. I can't say enough about
how well you taught the material and how patient you were as we all began this journey to
learn the MLD technique. Wishing you many blessings ... Best regards, R M
I just wanted to thank you again for the wonderful class. The information was great and your
patience was greatly appreciated! Have safe travels and hopefully I will see you for the full
body class! bon soir. I R
Just an update - I have been practicing (yes Gay Lee, my thumbs are behaving :)...) and I
have done a few at work... its really fun!!! Totally different than working on a non-surgery
patient though! I miss the class, I think about our week together often... we pretty much
were the greatest class ever! C W
After the Basic, now that I'm rested up, I want to write and thank you again for such a
wonderful training. What a pleasure to share time and technique with such a bright group of
interesting women! In my mind, you will be singing the mantra "stand-up, across, sit-down,
ahead, twist, release..." until the end of time, I think. Which is a very good and helpful thing!
You are an amazing teacher and I look forward to spending time in class with you again next
year. Take care, D D
Thank you, thank you, thank you! You are so sweet! I LOVED the class and I did register for

the Advanced Neck & Face. I have been practicing on my clients. . . I'm finding though that
most folks glaze over when I try to tell them the medical/health benefits of MLD for presurgery. I wanted to tell you I took an overview course of the LDT/Chikly and I really enjoyed
the Vodder more. . . and you are mostly the reason! You have inspired me and put me on a
new track with my career with the plastic surgeon. A P
Thank you for all your hard work instructing us in the Vodder method of MLD. Your class was
very informative and very easy to follow. I have already been able to incorporate it in three of
my client's facials since I've been home . . . I think I will first do the advanced Neck and
Face and get certified. I was looking for someone who performed the Vodder method in
Colorado and found that [my] massage therapist is trained in the Vodder method here in Ft.
Collins, so I will be getting a treatment on Wed. I can't wait! Again thank you, L S
Thank you for all the energy you put into your class, the passion that you have for what you
do was so evident in your teaching. I really enjoyed the MLD class and am practicing almost
everyday.... :-) I am also planning to take the advanced class. D Y
www.VodderMLD.com
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Live and Learn MLD

